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PRESS:

4

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

(Gavel).

Council's Committee on Budget and

6

Finance will come to order.

7

November, 2004.

8

Ms. Johnson, Mr. Mateo, Mr. Molina, Mr. Nishiki,

9

Mr. Pontanilla, and Ms. Tavares present.

10

This is the 9th of

For the record, we have Mr. Kane,

Excused

this morning from the meeting is Mr. Carroll.
Members, we have five items for your

11

12

consideration this morning.

13

would just like to preface and advise you that I

14

believe the Committee has two more meetings and it

15

is both very heavy agendas.

16

continue to receive referrals and communications,

17

including last week's Council meeting, and

18

therefore, please, please mark your schedules

19

accordingly, please, due to the additional heavy

20

work loads of this Committee prior to the end of the

21

term.

22
23

24
25

ITEM NO. 18:

And before that, I

As you can tell, we

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR 2004
BUDGET, RELATING TO CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT
PROJECTS FOR GOVERNMENT FACILITIES IN THE
HANA AND MOLOKAI COMMUNITY PLAN DISTRICTS
(HANA AIRPORT, KEANAE, AND PUU 0 HOKU 800
MHZ COMMUNICATIONS SHELTERS)
(C.C. No. 04-240)
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4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

With that, thank you, Members, first item

2

up this morning is Item 18.

3

bill for an ordinance amending the 2004 Fiscal Year

4

Budget relating to CIP for government facilities in

5

Hana and Molokai Community Plan Districts.

6

from a Communication 04-240 from the Budget

7

Director, Mr. Agsalog.

8

the Chair will ask the Budget Director for his

9

opening comments.

10

MR. AGSALOG:

Item 18 is a proposed

This is

And therefore, at this time

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, Members of the

11

Committee.

As you have introduced, Mr. Chair, this

12

is a request for the 2004 -- Fiscal Year 2004 Budget

13

in the CIP for the bond fund as it pertains to the

14

Hana Community plan District, as well as the Molokai

15

Community Plan District, as well as Wailuku.

16

me.

Excuse

17

The request, Mr. Chair, is to add

18

appropriations for Hana Airport 800 -- to add a

19

government facility under the Hana Community Plan

20

Districts, one is for Hana Airport 800 megahertz

21

communication shelter and Keanae 800 megahertz

22

communication shelters.

23

Plan District, Mr. Chair, we are asking to move

24

$107,000 to fund these projects, which includes the

25

Molokai Community plan District for Puu -- Puu 0

In the Wailuku Community
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1

Hoku 800 megahertz communication shelter for the

2

amount of 53,300.

3

So we are requesting this Committee,

4

Mr. Chair, to approve this, and a discussion with

5

the Police Department that the community -- the

6

Wailuku Community Plan Districts, the RNT room, this

7

is the remote network terminal room expansions,

8

whatever the deficit there, we're going to request

9

it for the Fiscal Year 2006 Budget so that we can

10

move forward on this other project, Mr. Chair, so

11

that not all of them will be waiting for funding.
My understanding, Mr. Chair, is the bid, they

12
13

came in a little bit too high to complete this

14

project, therefore, our Police Department came to

15

our office and asked for a supplemental request.

16

the gallery there, Mr. Chair, we have Assistant

17

Chief Nakashima and Captain Hudson, as well as

18

Mr. Pacheco to answer more in details as far as

19

question and answers as to the technicalities of

20

this project.

21

Thank you, Mr. Chair, and if I may, can I

22

may I call the Department to come and sit at the

23

up front, Mr. Chair.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Department, forward, please.

Members, we have representatives from the
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1

Police Department for response to your questions and

2

comments.
Let me first ask Assistant Chief Nakashima if

3
4

he has any comments for the members regarding this

5

request at this time or Captain Hudson.

6

comments?

7

MR. NAKASHIMA:

Yeah.

Chief r any

Initially the radio network

8

terminal for Wailuku District r you know r 150 r OOO was

9

appropriated.

What in essence we want to do is take

10

that and supplement the Keanae r Puu 0 Hoku r and the

11

Hana Airport projects because of additional costs to

12

these projects.

13

have the document that we submitted showing the

14

shortfall in these various projects r the Keanae

15

site r 23 r 900; Puu 0 Hoku Ranch, 26 r OOO; and the Hana

16

Airport at 13,155.

What that does is -- I think you

What we want to do is postpone the RNT

17
18

project to the '06 Budget, and what we're going to

19

do in essence r we'd like to request -- is have the

20

funding, all 63 -- 63 r OOO with about 6 r OOO in

21

contingencYr take that amount and fund the Keanae,

22

Puu 0 Hoku, and Hana projects.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Captain Hudson r any other comments?

24
25

Okay, thank you, Chief.

MR. HUDSON:

Well, I think the -- Mr. Agsalog presented to
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1

you guys the amendment changes, and I'm thinking

2

that you guys are probably looking at those numbers

3

and the numbers that we provided you with today and

4

saying that they don't match up exactly.

5

know exactly what the problem is, but the gist of it

6

is that in order for us to complete those three

7

sites -- and all these of these are the 800

8

megahertz.

9

radio system and they should be hardened and they

We don't

All three of these are tied into the

10

should be strengthened.

11

sure that there's a footprint big enough for the

12

wireless access, so we really do have to proceed

13

with these projects.

14

numbers cleared up, that's for sure, but the gist of

15

it is so we can complete those three projects, we're

16

going to postpone the RNT project, and that's it in

17

a nutshell.

18

not important, because it is, but we have to

19

prioritize.

20

projects, because they're remote sites and they're

21

away from the building, are more important at this

22

point in time.

23
24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And we also have to make

So we have to get the actual

And it's not' that the RNT project is

So these are the three -- these three

Okay, thank you, Captain.
Members, questions for the Department or the

Budget Director?

Mr. Kane, any questions at this
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8

time?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Chair.

And good morning to all of you gentlemen.

3

4

Thank you for being here.

And to Director Agsalog,

5

please, and so just -- just for clarification on the

6

Wailuku-Kahului Community Plan District under

7

government facilities, the $107,000 request is

8

coming from the communications remote network

9

terminal room expansion being delayed, holding that

10

back until the next budget cycle?

11

stated in the comments, sir?

12

MR. AGSALOG:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. AGSALOG:

Is that what was

Mr. Chair.
Budget Director.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Yes, the Council

15

Member from Wailuku is right.

16

numbers that I have presented in the Budget

17

Provided that all the

. Ordinance , it will be 107,000 that will be hold up.

18

Therefore, the RNT project for the Wailuku Police

19

Station District, it's my understanding it will not

20

move forward for the Fiscal Year 2004 Budget.

21

However, I have discussed it with the Department

22

that this is the most expeditious way to take care

23

of other projects, such as the Keanae and the Hana

24

and Molokai.

25

help the Department in the next Fiscal Year '06

And just to give our commitment to
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1

Budget, we will be asking this Council again to fund

2

that project.

3

We're going to propose that.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

It's not going to not be funded.

Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane?

Thank you, Chair.

So just for

6

clarification, because I heard in your comments that

7

the first item under government facilities was

8

actually an '04 Fiscal Year Budget bond

9

appropriation, and because it would lapse if we're

10

not finished by the end of this year, that's where

11

you're looking at taking the funds because of --

12

because of the hold up of the project?

13

MR. AGSALOG:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair.
Budget Director.
That is correct, Mr. Chair.

The assessment

16

of the Council Member from Wailuku is accurate

17

because it's still an '04 Budget and we only have so

18

many more days -- we have a month to go -- and I

19

think we can save some of this project by funding

20

them through that way, moving some of this bond

21

appropriation to those needs.

22

only one project that will be hold up, so

23

about two, three months from now, or four months

24

from now, we'll be asking this Council again to fund

25

this other project.

And we can
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair! final question on that

item.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Kane.

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

So the first item! the

5

communications RNT room expansion! what is the

6

total -- and this is

7

information for us.

8

proposal was how much and is -- does it represent

9

the full 107!000 or is that just a portion of the

if you can just provide
The total request for that bond

10

overall monies that was appropriated for that

11

purpose?

12

MR. AGSALOG:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. AGSALOG;

Mr. Chair.
Budget Director.
There was 150!000 allocated for the RNT

15

room! and because we

16

think any -- therers anything we can do! so we

17

cannot proceed on that! so -- but the other projects

18

that we're trying to move forward on I think it will

19

be good to complete them.

20

appropriation is 150!000 bond appropriation for

21

that.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

t~ken

107!000 of it! I donrt

So! yes! the

Is any of that going to be utilized!

23

the balance of 143!000! is that -- any of that going

24

to be utilized to provide any progress on the RNT

25

project?
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Police Department.

2

MR. NAKASHIMA:

No, the balance would be utilized in

3

previous requests that was also indicated in that

4

'04 Budget, and that would be renovation of the --

5

either the women's locker room expansion,

6

vice-office renovations, and electrical room

7

renovations, and that would be just 43,000, not 143.

8
9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

for your comments.

So -- and thank you, Chief,
The -- so the 43,000 is going to

10

be utilized for the other -- what you just

11

mentioned.
Mr. Chair, is there going to be a need for

12
13

amending or any type of amendments through Council

14

for the utilization, since it was listed

15

specifically for the room expansion for the RNT, or

16

is that something -- because it's going to be

17

utilized, it's for some other program other than

18

what's listed here?

19

Mr. Chair, so we know where things are going and for

20

what reasons.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And just for clarity,

Yes, thank you for that question.

Before

22

the Chair responds, Tamara, you have any comments

23

for the members regarding the various funding?

24

MS. KOLLER:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I just -- - sources?
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MS. KOLLER:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I just wanted to point

2

out that the original appropriations for the

3

shelters came from Lapsed Bond Funds, and so that

4

this additional that is being proposed today is

5

coming out of the Bond Fund from the Wailuku.

6

if no funds are going to be used for the

7

communications remote network terminal room

8

expansion, that project probably should be deleted

9

from the list there.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

If

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
And I'm sorry, maybe I'm missing

13

something.

So thank you for allowing some latitude.

14

I guess my question is on the -- if 150 was

15

originally appropriated in the '04 Fiscal Year

16

Budget for the communications remote network

17

terminal room expansion, and of that 150,000, 107 is

18

going to be redirected as what we have in front of

19

us today, the other 43,000, which also looks at the

20

same lapse potential, is that 43,000, based on what

21

was described by Chief, is that going to be

22

reappropriated somewhere else or is that going to

23

lapse at the end of this year?

24

where

25

that's my question in trying to figure out where

And that's kind of

if I'm misunderstanding anything, that's
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13

that balance of 43,000 will end up going.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

My response to you is that if there are no

3

encumbrances which would required some type of

4

contract, then those funds will not be there in the

5

future.

6

goes, that money no longer exists.

7

Once December 31st arrives and comes and

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So, Mr. Chair, my final question, and

8

I'll wrap up, and thank you for, again, the

9

latitude.

So to the Budget Director, Mr. Agsalog,

10

so the 43,000, you folks intend that to be lapsing

11

or you folks are looking at redirecting that funds

12

to the description that Chief gave us a moment ago?

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

MR. AGSALOG:

Budget Director.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

With regards to what

15

the Assistant Chief spoke about, I'm not aware of

16

that particular redirecting.

17

come to my office, because it will come to my office

18

for them to expend any of this, I will not be able

19

to allow that expenditures because it's not in the

20

Budget Ordinance as written.

21

assumption of lapsing at this time -- you know, at

22

this point in time you only have about over a month

23

left for the Fiscal Year 2004, yes, the assumption

24

of lapsing would be the most probable answer of

25

that, Mr. Chair.

However, if it does

So I think the
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COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay, thank you.

Director, and thank you, Chair.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I yield.

Ms. Johnson, questions?

No questions.

Mr. Mateo?

Mr. Molina?

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
No.

Ms. Tavares?

10

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

Thank you,

No.

Mr. Kane, any further questions?
No, sir, thank you.

Okay, Chief Nakashima, anything else, or,

Captain Hudson, this request?

15

MR. NAKASHIMA:

16

MR. HUDSON:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

No.
Okay, Members, we have supported the

18

Department's movement forward with the 800 megahertz

19

system.

20

give you the recommendation, Tamara, is everything

21

okay with the proposed two bills for an ordinance?

22

MS. KOLLER:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The Chair will be recommending

before I

Yes, Mr. Chair.
Okay.

Then, therefore, Members, the Chair.

24

would recommend that this Committee move forward two

25

bills for an ordinances.

The first one would be the
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1

bill for an ordinance amending the Fiscal Year 2004

2

Budget relating to government facilities, Hana,

3

Molokai, and Wailuku Community Plan Districts, as

4

well as a bill for an ordinance amending Bill No.

5

3123

6

2003, as amended, relating to the General Obligation

7

Bonds for the County of Maui to move forward to

8

Council for recommendation of first reading and

9

filing of all communications and attachments.

excuse me, Ordinance 3123, Bill No. 15 of

10

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

11

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13
14
15

So moved.
Second.

I have a motion from Ms. Johnson, seconded

by Mr. Molina.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Any discussion, Members?
Thank you, Chair.

Mr. Kane.

And just one final

question along the lines of the RNT project.
Mr. Agsalog, Director, what can we -- what

16
17

can we anticipate in the '06 proposal with respects

18

to anything over and above the existing $150,000

19

appropriation in this area?

20

that you folks can anticipate at this time so we can

21

anticipate this for next March?

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. AGSALOG:

Is there a ballpark

Budget Director.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

I was just informed

24

from the Department it would be probably about

25

200,000, instead of the original 150.
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1

prices going up now, I think that's very close to

2

what we going to be able to use there.

3
4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you very much, Chair.

I'm

done.

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Chair.

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla.

One question for the Budget

8

Director.

9

any projects that were bid for '04 that's not being

10

In regards to the Department, is there

completed or being delayed?

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

12

MR. AGSALOG:

Budget Director.
Mr. Chair, I might defer to the CIP

13

Coordinator for the Department.

14

on the CIP implementation report to submit to you,

15

but I have not completed that at this time, so I'm

16

not sure how much they have on the delay on that

17

right now, so -- but if they have something -- if

18

not, I will answer you in writing.

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

MR. AGSALOG:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. HUDSON:

I was just working

Thank you.

Mr. Chair.
Captain Hudson, you have a comment, please?
Yes, I do.

Thanks for asking that question.

23

The Police Department hasn't received any Countywide

24

CIP improvement projects for the last three years.

25

As a result, the roof leaks, the chiller is broken
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1

down, the foundation has come off its track.

This

2

43,000, the extra, the surplus, we're hoping to put

3

in Countywide funds in CIP so we can fix our roof,

4

we can get the mold out of our stairwell.

5

chiller, which is another project that we have to

6

put on the budget, is $250,000 to replace, but we

7

have to fix the foundation now because the chiller

8

tower broke.

9

it did, there's not going to be air conditioning in

The

And once a chiller tower goes, which

10

the building and we're going to have a little bit of

11

a problem working in there.
So in direct answer to your question, it

12
13

would be -- it would behoove us greatly if the money

14

could be transferred to Countywide CIP, the balance,

15

and then we can take care of some absolute things

16

that have to be fixed that have been neglected for

17

the last three years.

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you for that information.

19

Really appreciate, you know, your comments in

20

regards to the maintenance that is required on the

21

building.

22

only here in Wailuku but elsewhere that sometimes we

23

overlook in regards to building maintenance.

24

thank you for that information.

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I know we have a lot of facilities not

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

Any other questions or
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comments?

Mr. Kane.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

In light of the comments

3

of Captain Hudson, to our Budget Director, and given

4

the timing, is there any other place under

5

Countywide that is going to be accessible to

6

accommodate the Police Department at this time?

7

that been assessed or are you folks looking into

8

this to make sure that we can get this thing

9

accommodated?

It seems we need to get it done.

And, Mr. Chair, I apologize if this is going

10
11

beyond, so I'll ask you, Chair, first if you'll

12

allow the question.

13

floor.

14
15

Has

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I know we have a motion on the

We're getting very close to that line

forming.

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I'll withdraw the question.

Because, one, we have a question -- a

18

motion on the floor currently.

I don't have a

19

problem with the question in general to the

20

agendized item, but within the discussion of the

21

motion, I would prefer that we stay within the

22

parameters as the motion which is currently to move

23

out these two ordinances.

24

decision of the motion is made, the Chair will be

25

happy to allow members to give further comment

But after that -- the
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within the agendized parameters.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

Mr. Kane.

Thank you, Chair, and after asking

3

the question I realized it was approaching that

4

line.

5

the point has already been made.

6

Budget Director, working with the Police Department,

7

can work on their side to try and address that

8

issue.

9

So I withdraw the question, and I think maybe
And so I think

So thank you for that latitude, Chair.

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And before Chair asks for the

10

question on the motion, the Chair will say that we

11

annually provide Countywide funds under CIP, and

12

this year they have 180 or $140,000 for their

13

discretion.

14

provided.

15

discussion on the question of

16

this time?

So it's not like there's no money
That is not accurate.

Seeing none.

17

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

VOTE: AYES:

20
21

22
23

24

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Okay, any further
on the floor at

All in favor, say "aye."

Opposed say "no."
Councilmembers Johnson, Kane, Mateo,
Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, Vice-Chair
Nishiki and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Carroll.

MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of bills and
FILING of communication.

25
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Motion is carried.

Eight, zero, and one.

Any further comments or questions within the

2
3

agendized item of Number 18 for today?

4

will allow it at this time.
Mr. Kane, you have anything else within this

5
6

agendized item?
If not, Chief, anything else before we finish

7

8

9

The Chair

up?
MR. NAKASHIMA:

10

MR. HUDSON:

11

MR. NAKASHIMA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

MR. HUDSON:

No.

Yeah -- oh, I'm sorry.
Go ahead.
Captain.
For clarification on my point, the comment

14

that we -- I said that we didn't get any Countywide

15

funds, if we go back and we check from a couple

16

years back, we took our 300 Countywide CIP and put

17

it towards the Lanai station so we could proceed

18

with that project, so we didn't spend any money on

19

the building.

20

funds.

21

but that money hasn't been expended yet because

22

we're trying to prioritize what we're going to do

23

first.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The next year we got zero Countywide

In this budget we got 140 Countywide funds,

So I just wanted to clarify that.
Okay, thank you very much, Captain, for

your comments.

Okay, anything else on this item?
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1

Seeing none.

2

your presence.

3

ITEM NO. 51:

4
5

6

Thank you very much, Department, for

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR 2004
BUDGET RELATING TO THE HANA-HAMOA WATERLINE
IMPROVEMENTS CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT PROJECT
(WATER SUPPLY FUNDS - RESTRICTED FUNDS)
(C.C. No. 04-228)

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members, we'll move forward to the

7

next item on the agenda, Item 51.

8

Department to come forward.

We'll ask Water

9

Members, Item 51 is from County Communication

10

04-228 from Budget Director Agsalog proposing a bill

11

for an ordinance amending the Fiscal Year 2004

12

Budget as it relates to the Department of Water

13

Supply capital improvements projects.

14

relating to the Hamoa Hana waterline improvement.

15

At this time, Budget Director, any opening

16

17

This is

comments?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair, and Members of the

18

Committee.

Again, this is, as you said, a 2004

19

Fiscal Year 2004 Budget request for amendments, and

20

I have Director Tengan and his resource people here

21

to explain the details for this request.

22

understanding, this request, Mr. Chair, is just to

23

move forward this project.

24

more money to do so.

25

Mr. -- Director Tengan for this request, Mr. Chair.

My

We needed a little bit

So I will defer the details to
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

MR. TENGAN:

Thank you.

Director Tengan.

Mr. Chair, before I start/ I have a short

3

handout here that I'd like to have passed out to the

4

Committee members.

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Staff, if you can assist the Department,

6
7

please.
Okay, Budget Director -- excuse me, Water

8
9

10

Okay, thank you.

Director.
MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, if I may, what we passed out here

11

is a short description of the project, a map of the

12

project area, and also a summary analysis by the

13

consulting engineer on the bid item.
I'd like to start by going over the project

14
15

description.

The purpose of the project is to

16

improve fire protection from Hamoa Well to Hana Town

17

to the Department's standards, and also to provide a

18

more reliable -- reliable water system for Hana.

19

The proposed project is within the Department's Hana

20

Water System.

21

serves the Hana community from Wainapanapa Park to

22

Koali.

23

Well D and Hamoa Well A.

24

in the map attached to this description here.

25

source of the water for this proposed project is the

The Hana Water System currently

The system is served by two sources, Wakiu
These wells are referenced
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1

Hamoa Well I, with a pump capacity of 200 gallons

2

per minute.

3

The proposed project consists of installation

4

of about 13,000 linear feet of 12-inch waterline, 31

5

fire hydrants, and 16 service laterals.

6

proposed 12-inch waterline will replace an existing

7

four-inch line located within private property mauka

8

of the Hana Highway.

The

If you could refer to the map there.

9

That

10

dark red line shows the project going along Hana

11

Highway.

12

and we're proposing to replace it with a 12-inch

13

waterline to upgrade the fire protection for the

14

Hana Town area.

15

summary by Carl Takumi Engineering (inaudible due to

16

tape change) a brief explanation of the difference

17

in the budget and the bid amount.

Currently we have a four-inch waterline,

And also I have attached here a

As you can see, we had estimated about $2.4

18
19

million for the project, but the bids came out just

20

under $4 million.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

MR. TENGAN:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MR. AGSALOG:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Any further comment, Mr. Tengan?
No, that's it.
Okay, thank you very much.
Mr. Chair.
Budget Director.
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MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Mr. Tengan introduced

2

the details of the request.

Let me add on to say

3

the request

4

is to increase the Hana Community Plan District by

5

$1,460,000, and we are reducing the appropriation at

6

the Makawao-Pukalani-Kula Community Plan Districts

7

by 1 million, Mr. Chair, and at the same time we

8

eliminating the Alae tank replacement.

9

also

this particular request, Mr. Chair,

re~numbered

And then we

remaining appropriations there, A,

10

B, and also reducing the Wailuku-Kahului Community

11

Plan District by 600

12

request, Mr. Chair, is, again, from the Water Supply

13

Fund, restricted funds, so we would appreciate your

14

consideration for this, Mr. Chair.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

correction, $460,000.

This

Thank you.

Okay, thank you very much.
Ms. Tavares, questions on this matter?

16
17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

No.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank you, Chair.

On the first

20

sheet of the handout, this is for the Director, you

21

know the 31 fire hydrants will be installed, as well

22

as 16 water service lateral replacements, the 31

23

fire hydrants that's being proposed to be installed,

24

is that on the 12-inch water main or within the Hana

25

Town itself?
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MR. TENGAN:

These hydrants would be installed on the --

2

on the new pipeline.

3

town going all the way out to the Hamoa to make

4

connection to that 12-inch line coming out from the

5

Hamoa tank.

6

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Actually, it's a little out of

What is the requirements in

7

placing fire hydrant in, you know, a roadway that

8

runs parallel, I guess, to pasture land?

9

MR. TENGAN:

Basically it's just In compliance with our

10

water system standards for ag lands.

11

standards call for I believe a fire hydrant with

12

spacing every 500 feet.

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

14

MR. TENGAN:

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

requirement?
MR. TENGAN:

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

our

500 feet?

Right.

17

19

We

500 feet.

That's the

Yes.
And then the 16 service

laterals, is that along the same route?
MR. TENGAN:

Yes.

These are existing services that would

21

be transferred from the four-inch line to the new

22

line.

23

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay.

By removing monies for

24

the Alae tank replacement, do we jeopardize anything

25

for Wailuku-Kahului areas or Central Maui itself if
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we don't do the tank replacement?
MR. TENGAN:

Yes, Mr. Chair, the Alae tank project is in

the Makawao area.
COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

5

area.

6

MR. TENGAN:

I'm sorry, Makawao-Pukalani-Kula

Basically what it -- what it does is we're

7

not going to be able to complete this project, the

8

Alae tank project by December 31st, or at least get

9

bids out and award the contract.

The funds would

10

lapse anyway.

So this is a source that we're

11

turning to to fund the Hamoa project.

12

when we're ready to do the Alae tank, then we would

13

have to come in for some kind of budget amendment so

14

that we could fund that project, but it doesn't

15

reduce or lessen the priority of the project.

16

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

18

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Next year,

Okay, thank you, Chair.

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Molina.

Yeah, Chairman, one question for

19

the Director.

20

any private system -- water systems that may be in

21

the area?

22
23
24
25

MR. TENGAN:

Would this project benefit in any way

No, this is going to just improve and upgrade

our water system.
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

And the reason I bring that

up, there was some concerns from citizens out there
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1

that the project may I guess give off the perception

2

that it's going to have other intended uses by

3

certain entities in the community.

4

to ensure that this is just strictly a County

5

project and it's only to benefit our own water

6

systems.

Okay, thank you.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

9

So I just wanted

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you, Chairman.

Chair, and

personally I would have appreciated if Mr. Carroll,

10

you know, like was with us so he could help us --

11

you know, like participate

12

particular discussion, because I just think having

13

the district representative's input is really an

14

advantage for us.

to participate in this

Mr. Director, your last statement that it

15

16

doesn't reduce or diminish the priority of the Alae

17

tank, it might not reduce or diminish, but the

18

delay, wouldn't that continue to escalate the cost

19

of the tank once you come in for the funds to

20

initiate that project?

21

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, I would expect that the cost based

22

upon the kinds of bids we have been receiving

23

recently, that, you know, the costs will increase in

24

the future.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

And the constant increases
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1

because both the water as well as public work

2

projects are all receiving -- are all going through

3

this additional -- the high bids being submitted.

4

Is the height of the bid or the range of the bid

5

based on the Department's -- I don't want to say

6

lack of calculating its projects' costs, but does

7

that have anything to do with the continued increase

8

in costs?

9

underestimating the cost of your projects?

In other words, is the Department

10

MR. TENGAN:

Apparently we are underestimating.

11

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

12

MR. TENGAN:

So --

The budget has been somewhat less than what

13

the bids have been coming in at.

14

budget was prepared that was the best estimate that

15

we could make or the consultants could make at that

16

time.

17

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

At the time the

So this increase of 1.4 million to

18

this particular project, in the Department's

19

estimation, this is -- this is -- this is a fair

20

increase?

21

MR. TENGAN:

I -- I don't know if I can say that it's a

22

fair increase, but that's what it is and that's what

23

we have to deal with.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

In the submissions of the bids,

then, in this particular -- this particular project,
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1

has your staff been able to take a look at the

2

actual bid itself and calculate whether or not

3

what's -- the increase being asked for is consistent

4

in completing this particular project?

5

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, that's why I attached the report,

6

the summary report from Carl Takumi on -- in

7

addition to our Staff, he looked at what the reasons

8

could be for the increase in the bids, compared to

9

our budget, and he's stating here that, you know,

10

fuel, paving, and other oil-related costs have risen

11

significantly and may continue to rise.

12

the Committee should understand that this project is

13

out in Hana.

14

hauling materials to the project site, as mentioned

15

in here.

16

that the costs of hauling pipe, sand, and other

17

materials is higher than anticipated.

18

And I think

There will be tremendous costs in

Carl Takumi is saying that he believes

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

Thank you.

And finally,

19

Mr. Director, how is the reduction of -- I know

20

460,000 is going to be coming from the

21

Wailuku-Kahului District project area, how does that

22

impact -- or does it have an impact in projects for

23

this particular district?

24
25

MR. TENGAN:

I believe -- I think that money's coming from

that line item, not Waihee source development Camp
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1

Maluhia Well.

This is another project we're in

2

negotiations with a landowner out in the area for

3

the development of a well.

4

negotiations have broken down, and so now the funds

5

have become available at this time to assist in

6

funding this Hamoa project.

7

that we will stop our -- or, you know, stop our

8

efforts to develop another well in the area.

9

will proceed with that project maybe at a different

10

site, but we will continue to pursue another source

11

in the area.

12

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

However, those

But that doesn't mean

We

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Ms. Johnson?
George, I know that when we had

15

gone out to Hana before for the budget hearing that

16

there was a lot of concern expressed from the Hana

17

community about

18

be confusion about two different Hamoa projects.

19

One had a huge amount of controversy surrounding it/

20

and I believe the one that's before us was the less

21

controversial one.

22

this morning from John Blumer Buell/ because there

23

still seems to exist this confusion in the

24

community.

25

that that confusion still exists and with the

and I don't know, there seemed to

We've also received a letter

Do you have any comment about the fact
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request being made by the community to have a

2

meeting in Hana so that that can be explained?

3

you have any comments on that?

4

MR. TENGAN:

Do

Mr. Chair r I haven't seen the letter that

5

Councilmember Johnson has referred tOr but there is

6

another project that we have done work on.

7

look at the map there on the bottom left-hand sider

8

you'll see that looped road there r and it shows a

9

thin red liner that shows our existing waterline r

10

11

If you

and we're looking at replacing that also.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

OkaYr well r you know r my only

12

concern r Mr. Chair r againr is the same concern that

13

Councilmember Mateo expressed r and that is that the

14

Hana community was very specific about wanting to be

15

informed about this particular project.

16

know truthfully if this was the one that had a

17

tremendous amount of controversy surrounding it or

18

not r and the Director also is unable to answer that

19

. question.

I don't

So on this particular request at this

20

time without that information I would be a little

21

reluctant to move this forward because of the wishes

22

of the Hana community.

23

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair r if I maYr I believe that the other

24

project is the one that Member Johnson is referring

25

to as being somewhat controversial.

This project
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1

going along Hana Highway is mainly to -- to upgrade

2

the fire protection for Hana town.

3

is it will give us the storage capacity at the Hamoa

4

Well.

5

190,000 gallons, whereas the existing tank that's

6

providing fire protection for the Hana town area is

7

only 40,000 gallons.

8

able to move more water to the Hana town area should

9

a fire hit in the area.

10

What it will do

If you notice r the tank at the Hamoa Well is

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So with a 12-inch line we'd be

Having heard that, Mr. Chair, can

11

we move this to the end of calendar and can we ask

12

that the Council member from that arear that we make

13

an attempt to contact him to at least just get that

14

information so that we could know that?

15
16
17
18
19

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, if I may, I'd like to call up

Wendy.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

She might have something to say about that.
Okay, we'll have -- we'll allow Ms. Taomoto

to join the Committee's discussion.
MS. TAOMOTO:

Mr. Chair, I think I can clarify

20

Ms. Johnson's questions.

We -- the project that was

21

of controversy is the project that the Director's

22

talking about in that looped area.

23

the Hana -- Haneoo Road waterline replacement

24

project.

25

and myself attended a community meeting in Hana held

It was called

Back I believe in 2002 the past Director
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1

by Councilman Carroll where we heard testimony from

2

the public against the project.

3

meeting in the communitYr we took the concerns of

4

the public and Councilman Carroll attended a board

5

meeting.

6

decided not to allow the Department to proceed with

7

that project.

The Board of Water Supply at that time

Since then r I have been getting calls

8
9

Following that

regarding that project and this projectr like you

10

were saying r they were wondering which projectr and

11

I have answered all the calls and clarified that the

12

project that was -- we had the public opposition to

13

was the Haneoo Road project and that project is

14

still -- it has been put off r unscheduled itr until

15

we canr you know r work out the community issues.

16

I believe that we are aware -- I am aware of the

17

concerns of the public and we are addressing that.

18

And I have been receiving maybe about five phone

19

calls over the past year or two since this

20

waterline r Hana-Hamoa waterline projectr has come

21

up.

22

I've been answering questions, so if that -- hope

23

that clarifies that we did have a meeting.

24
25

In the public that there was a confusion and

CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYr thank YOUr Ms. Taomoto.
The Chair would inform the members that
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1

Mr. Carroll is out of State and the Chair will at

2

this time continue discussion on Item 51.
Ms. Johnson.

3

4

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I just would like to ask Wendy if

5

she had spoken specifically to Mr. Blumer-Buell

6

about this particular project, in light of the

7

letter that he sent?

8
9

MS. TAOMOTO:

Mr. Chair.

Yeah, Mr. Blumer-Buell called me

either Monday or last week.

I'm not sure, but he

10

did call me.

I did have a conversation with him.

11

We did talk about the project, and I gave him the

12

project description and what was -- we were coming

13

to Council for.

14

confused, because he didn't ask me any further

15

questions.

16

recently in the last two days.

So I didn't realize he was still

So I did have a conversation with him

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay, thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane, questions?

Thank you, Chair.

And just for

20

clarification on the map, the looped road that is

21

shown on the map in the -- I guess the bottom

22

left-hand quadrant of the paper, that is Haneoo

23

Road, correct?

24
25

MS. TAOMOTO:

Mr. Chair, the looped road that starts at

Hana Highway, goes around towards the ocean, and
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1

comes back to Hana Highway where the Hamoa Well

2

comes -- line comes down is Haneoo Road.

3

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay, thank you.

4

Mr. Chair, my other question, just to follow

5

up on I think Mr. Mateo's question on the Alae Tank

6

replacement, were there any type of -- to the

7

Director of the Department, this Alae Tank

8

replacement project was approved as a proposal into

9

the Makawao-Pukalani-Kula Community Plan District in

10

the '04 Budget, correct?

11

MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, that's correct.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

And you're looking at

13

deleting it now, and the reasoning, again, is

14

because you folks have not been able to finalize the

15

bidding process, therefore/ you don't see us being

16

able to encumber funds; is that what the reasoning

17

was?

18

MR. TENGAN:

19

MS. TAOMOTO:

Want to answer that?
Mr. Chair, the reason that that project will

20

be delayed is that we had archeological requirements

21

and we've been resolving that.

22

expected to resolve the archeological

we hired an

23

archeologist who has I hope commenced

I believe

24

my project engineer told me commenced on -- with the

25

work.

It took longer than

We did -- we're only like maybe 20 percent
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1

into the design of the tank, and it is not

2

reasonable that we would be completing that by the

3

end of the year in order to encumber the

4

construction funds.

5

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Was the original amount that was

6

considered for the '04 Budget $1 million for the

7

Alae Tank replacement?

8

MS. TAOMOTO:

Yes, it was.

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

What -- will we be anticipating in

10

the '06 consideration any dollar amount over the

11

million dollars because of the unanticipated delays

12

due to archeological issues?

13

MS. TAOMOTO:

Mr. Chair, the Fiscal Year '06 Budget may

include Alae Tank.

15

to the designer to see if we can

16

to -- that it would be completed in time for

17

construction encumbrance in '06.

18

is anticipated it's going to be over a million

19

dollars on Fiscal Year '06 Request.

20

building environment that we are seeing, we will

21

probably be requesting additional, but it will not

22

include the archeological.

23

under the design contract.

24
25

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

If

what I need to do is talk

14

it's reasonable

But it would -- it

Because of the

That was taken care of

Okay, thank you.

Thank you for that

clarification.
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And then finally, to Mr. -- excuse me,

1
2

Director Tengan.

3

comments to Mr. Mateo that the Wailuku-Kahului

4

Community Plan District, the $460,000, was a result

5

of negotiation break down for the North Waihee

6

source development Camp Maluhia Well, correct?

7
8

9

MR. TENGAN:

Just for clarity, I think your

That was my explanation for why we haven't

progressed any further on that particular project.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

And that particular project, the

10

proposed allotment for that component of the

11

community plan district was 460,000, so is that the

12

complete dollar amount being removed or is it just a

13

partial amount?

14

assist with this question.

15
16

17

MR. TENGAN:

And maybe Budget Director can

Mr. Chair, I believe it's a portion of the

total amount that was budgeted for the project.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, is it appropriate to ask

18

for that break down of how much of that component of

19

the budget?

20

MR. TENGAN:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

23

I don't have the budget.
Department, do you have those -- those

figures to share?
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Budget Director.

And, Mr. Chair, while they're

24

checking that, maybe you know this.

25

bond monies.

This is not

This -- is this cash?
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

2

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

5

CHAIR HOKAMA:

6

7

The restricted funds?

Restricted funds, which is a cash -Yeah, cash, yeah.

-- cash consideration under the

Department's program.
MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, the amount is $950,000 in the '04

8

Budget.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

10

This is

Okay, thank you.

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you, Chair.

Chair, I'm fine.

OkaYI

12

comments by the Director.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

14

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

460,

510, 490.

I just wanted clarity on the

11

15

Mr. Kane.

Thank you.

Ms. Tavares, any questions?

Just a comment, that if you

remember, Mr. Harry Hasegawa --

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

17

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

-- came to talk with us quite

18

passionately many times both here in Wailuku and in

19

Hana and was fully supportive of this project, and I

20

think it's the conception that it was going to serve

21

just a few special people was not the issue.

22

going to be a benefit to the entire Hana system and

23

Hana town.

24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Mr. Pontanilla, anything

else?
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1

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Yes, just a question in regards

2

to the I guess fire

fire hydrants and the support

3

of the four in regards to the small tank that we

4

have in Hana.

5

Hana town would not be sufficient to provide I guess

6

enough flow to the fire hydrants in Hana town, you

7

know, what liability do we

8

regards to knowing that if we don't do this fire

9

not fire but this waterline replacement?

10

11
12
13
14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Knowing that the tank or tanks in

do we encounter in

Water Department, you have a comment at

this time?
MR. TENGAN:

Mr. Chair, I would rather refer any legal

questions with regard to liability to Corp. Counsel.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Moto, do you have a comment you wish to

15

share at this time regarding Mr. Pontanilla's

16

question of liability?

17

MR. MOTO:

Well, I think it's best if I just keep my

18

comments very general without identifying any

19

particular project or matter.

20

general when it comes to discretion -- certain

21

discretionary functions, government has generally

22

been recognized as having an immunity from

23

liability.

24

involves a discretionary function, such as whether

25

to appropriate monies for a particular project or

And that is in

When the decision -- when the matter
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1

not or whether to spend monies or this project A

2

rather than project B, so that if the question is

3

what is our liability when it comes to making

4

legislative decisions in the choice of capital

5

improvement projects, the government, if ever sued,

6

would raise this immunity defense on the grounds

7

that the decision involved was a discretionary one

8

and that the court should therefore defer to the

9

elected legislative branch when it comes to making

10

such decisions.

11

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

I can just share with you is that

13

with our experience such as the Wailea Fire Station

14

project, one of the reliefs that property owners

15

have is of course a decrease in fire protection

16

insurance policy rates by the improvements in the

17

system.

18

region area may have a benefit with improvements in

19

the infrastructure, Mr. Pontanilla.

20

So that's one way that the East Maui Hana

Mr. Nishiki?

21

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

No.

Mr. Molina?

No.

Mr. Mateo?

No.
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1

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Johnson?

2

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

I just -- I appreciate the

3

comments that were made by Staff, and I believe that

4

if there are any additional questions, they can be

5

answered really at first reading, and that

6

information can be relayed to those people in the

7

community that continue to have questions.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Kane?

No.

Any further questions and comments before

11

the Chair makes his recommendation to the Item 51?

12

Seeing none.

13

move forward a bill for an ordinance amending the

14

Fiscal Year 2004 Budget for the County of Maui

15

relating to water -- Department of Water Supply,

16

capital improvements project, and filing of all

17

communications relating to this item.

It is your Chair's recommendation to

18

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So moved.

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Second.

I have a motion from Mr. Kane, seconded by

21

Mr. Pontanilla.

22

All in favor of the motion, say "aye."

Discussion, Members?

23

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Opposed say "no."

25
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1

Councilmembers Johnson, Kane, Mateo,
Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, Vice-Chair
Nishiki and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Carroll.

VOTE: AYES:

2

3
4

5
6

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of bill and
FILING of communication.

7

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Motion is carried eight, zero, one.
Members, I think weill have some good

9

10

discussion on the next item, so weill take a short

11

recess at this time till 10:15.

12

RECESS:

13

RECONVENE:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

(Gavel) .

10:04 a.m.
10 : 20 a. m.

(Gavel).

We shall reconvene the Councills

15

Committee on Budget and Finance once again, the 9th

16

of November, 2004.

17

received any requests for public testimony?

At this time, Staff, have we

18

MS. SAKAMOTO:

No, Mr. Chair.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

20

Testimony shall be closed for

todayls meeting.

21

Any objections to accepting any written

22

testimony as presented to the Committee as of this

23

time?

24

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No objections.

Okay, no objections.

We shall accept all
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written testimony as it relates to today's meeting.
ITEM NO. 19:

3
4

5

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

PROPOSED RESOLUTION ACCEPTING GRANT FUNDS
FROM THE STATE DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH; AND
PROPOSED BILL AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR 2005
BUDGET RELATING TO THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
WORKS AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT (DEPOSIT
BEVERAGE CONTAINER PROGRAM FUND, 2.0 EP)
(C.C. No. 04-241)

Members, we are now on Item No. 19.

We

7

have a proposed resolution authorizing the

8

acceptance of grant funds from the State Department

9

of Health as it relates to the Deposit Beverage

10

Container Program, as well as a bill for an

11

ordinance amending Appendix A of the 2005 Budget for

12

the Department of Public Works.

13

you do have more recently a revised proposed bill

14

for an ordinance.
Okay, Budget Director, your opening comments,

15
16

17

And also, Members,

please.
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and again, Members

18

of the Committee.

Let me ask for your indulgence,

19

Mr. Chair, because originally when the Department

20

came to my office, when I reviewed our Budget

21

Ordinance, I thought that the Bottle Bill, known as

22

the Bottle Bill, the State grant to us, I thought it

23

was a separate bill originally.

24

with Corp. Counsel to generate a Budget Ordinance as

25

well as a resolution stating 90,000 supposed to have

So we have worked
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1

been for the Bottle Bill to be started very soon, I

2

believe in the beginning of the year.

3

Since then, Mr. Chair, after further

4

discussion with the Department, I found out that the

5

90,000 that was sent to me through the letter of

6

intent from the health fund is also included into

7

the Solid Waste grants, which is very broad, and I

8

was trying to define it as specific as we can.

9

we came to an agreement with the Department that

So

10

this particular grant will be under the Appendix A

11

in the Department of Public Works.

12

referring to the revised bill, Mr. Chair, on the

13

grant and revenue, Item D, that was supposed to be

14

where that particular grant is.

15

I'm now

So knowing that it's already been requested

16

during the budget time that this is -- this

17

particular grant supposed to come to the County, I'm

18

now asking for the withdrawal of the first

19

amendment, original amendments, as well as the

20

resolution that we have crafted for the 90,000

21

originally.

22

like it to be a little bit more specific to name the

23

grant Deposit Beverage Container Program in the

24

amount 1,750,000.

25

At the same time, Mr. Chair, we would

The big -- most important part of this
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1

request also, Mr. Chair, is the request for

2

authorization for two EP, two equivalent personnel,

3

to run the particular program as we're requesting.

4

I have here the Director as well as the Division

5

Chief for the Department as well as the Division

6

that will implement this program, and they can fill

7

you in more in details how this program will work,

8

Mr. Chair.

9

question with regards to that two bills I have sent

I'll be more than happy to answer any

10

you, and also Mr. Brian Moto is here if you have any

11

question as to the resolution.

12

asking the withdrawal of the resolution as well as

13

the first bill and be replaced by the revised bill

14

transmitted October 29th to this Council, Mr. Chair.

15
16

17

CHAIR HOKAMA:

But again, I'm

Thank you, Budget Director.
Director Agaran, your comments, please.

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

The proposal

18

before you is really for two expansion positions to

19

help with the implementation of the Bottle Bill.

20

These positions will be funded out of the State's'

21

Deposit Beverage Container Program.

22

expecting to get the initial $250,000 grant as part

23

of the Bottle Bill implementation.

24

actually, we are getting our responses to the RFP we

25

let out for our integrate County beverage container

We are

Today at noon,
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1

redemption network.

2

moving forward to implement the Bottle Bill.

3

having the two expansion positions set out in the

4

budget will help us to have the people on board come

5

January 1st, assuming we can get all the hiring done

6

by then.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And

Okay, thank you.
Mr. Molina, questions?

8

9

So we are -- this County is

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Thank you, Chairman.

Question for

10

Mr. Coloma-Agaran.

11

preliminary I guess commitments from the State to

12

continue this type of funding on an annual basis,

13

being that initially they've put out some monies for

14

now, but have you had any long-term commitments as

15

well?

16

be needed to operate the program now and I guess

17

over the long term?

18

At this point have you had any

And how much more funding do you foresee will

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

The discussions we've had with them is

19

that we would over the course of time always have at

20

least two positions funded, with the remainder of

21

the money in the grant used for operations.

22

bulk of the money, though, in the program will be to

23

actually pay the redemptions, pay the -- pay the

24

nickels for each of the bottles that's turned in.

25

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

The

When will the program start and
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1

have we had any preliminary sites determined yet

2

where people can redeem their bottles?

3

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

We are planning to implement starting

4

on January 1st.

The sites on Maui r one would be our

5

site at MCC where we have the recycling bins.

6

plan to convert the site at Kihei r where we

7

currently have our recyclingr initially to be there

8

and then move it when that site has -- is turned

9

over to I believe it was -- was it Hale Makua or

We

10

Hale Mahaolu -- for the -- for the redevelopment,

11

and then we'll move the site in Kihei.

12

in negotiations over a site on the west side.

13

also are looking at whether the entrance facility at

14

the Central Maui Landfill would also be a redemption

15

site.

We're still
We

On Lanai we are currently working with

16

17

Tri-Isle RC&D r who is interested in helping to

18

manage a redemption center there r and on Molokai we

19

plan to add management of the redemptions to the

20

existing contract that we have with the operator of

21

the landfill on Molokai.

22

have right now would ber you know r some sort of

23

satellite site for Hana or for Upcountry.

24

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

The sites that we don't

Okay, thank you.

Okay, thank you.

Mr. Nishiki, questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

No.

2

CHAIR HOKAMA:

3

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank you.

So, Mr. Director,

4

the $90,000 that we getting from the State, that

5

would fund the two positions that -- for this Bottle

6

Bill?

7

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

9

Yes.
And coming back to Mr. Molina's

question in regards to the funding of these two

10

positions after the $90,000 is gone, are we looking

11

at continuing employment of those two personnel as

12

an add to your department?

13

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

They would be continuing on, but they

14

would always be funded by State funds.

15

similar to -- we have a part-time position in our

16

recycling section that is funded in part by State

17

funds, and that would be the way we would approach

18

it.

19

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Okay, thank you.

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares?

21

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Thank you.

Yeah, thank you.

It would be

I noticed that

22

you're changing the title of this number -- or

23

letter D from Solid Waste Grants to the Deposit

24

Beverage Container Program at 1.7 million.

25

the anticipated revenues that will come in from the
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State?

You said 250 r OOO would be the initial.

2

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yes r the former Division head

3

estimated that the maximum amount of money that the

4

County could get from this program was approximately

5

$1.7 million.

6
7

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:
program.

8

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

9

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

10
11

Oh r it was specifically from this

Right.
It wasn't any other grants coming

to Solid Waste?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I don't believer because you notice

12

that we set out -- the other grants that we get are

13

set out separately.

14

grant that was included in this estimate, you know r

15

no more than 10, 20,000.

16

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

There may ber you know r small

Okay.

So that if you have another

17

grant that comes in that doesn't fall in A through

18

Er

19

it?

20
21

you'll have to come back and create a line for

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yes r we'll come in and actually amend

the budget again.

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

24

MS. KOLLER:

25

Okay.

Thank you.

Good luck.

Yes, Tamara.
Mr. Chair, I'd just like to point out that in

the Program Budget for Fiscal Year 2005 in the
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summary for the diversion program they did specify

2

1.750 for this beverage bottle bill.

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYr

thank you.

Are you done r Ms. Tavares?

4

5

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Yes.

Thank you.

Mr. Kane.

Thank your Chair r and just a

8

follow-up question on the responses given earlier.

9

With January 1 being the implementation dater if I

10

understood correctlYr are we currently in

11

discussions with anybody or any entity to

12

incorporate Upcountry and Hana with potential

13

satellites so that the whole County can be in play

14

for implementation by January I?

15

there any discussions going on to be able to

16

accommodate those two communities?

17

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

And if not r are

Initially we haven't really been

18

pursuing that r because we do want to make sure that

19

we can implement in the sites that we actually have

20

some concrete proposals and sites.

21

frank r nOr we have not really been in contact with

22

particular sites or people to implement it in Hana

23

or Upcountry.

24

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

25

And so to be

So are there -- so the second part of

my question r is there any discussion or
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1

consideration for how we can accommodate those

2

communities to get them to places that are secured

3

at this pointr like a transfer site r something of

4

that nature?

5

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

6

7
8

9

At this point I guess we haven't

really talked about that.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

You folks intend on eventually

pursuing that discussion?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

We should eventuallYr but I think

10

initially we -- you know, the closest site will be

11

the Central sites r for both Hana and Upcountry.

12

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Okay.

13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

14

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Thank you.

Thank your Chair.
Ms. Johnson.

I noticed that the schools have

15

the program for those cans that are not labeled.

16

You know, there's a competition that's currently

17

going on that's sponsored by the State.

18

going to createcany confusion with the

19

implementation of your program?

20

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

It shouldn't.

Is that

The program only will

21

apply to beverage containers that actually have the

22

labels that reflect that they're part of the

23

program.

24

a lot of beverages still don't have the labels r and

25

those would not be -- you wouldn't be able to redeem

If you notice now if you go to the market r
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1

them r even though I believe the 5 cent deposit

2

already applies to them.

3

will still go through the existing system and not

4

not through the new container redemption.

5

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Okay.

So the current programs

But you don't think the

6

fact that the schools are trying to do this other

7

thing might -- you know, because there is a little

8

bit of confusion on the part of the public about

9

what to do with their containers r but you don't

10
11

think it will have an impact?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I guess when you sayan impactr I

12

think we still want to encourage recycling, and the

13

competitions that the schools have has always been

14

one of the r you know r better programs that we have

15

for the recycling arear and we would hope that it

16

doesn't cause a problem.

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

20

OkaYr thank you very much.

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo.

Thank you, Chairman.

Mr. Director r good morning.

I think

I

21

think Member Johnson was being kind of nice by

22

saying that it has caused a little confusion,

23

because I think the Bottle Bill has caused major

24

confusions r confusions about storage r confusions

25

about when it's applicable r confusions like even for
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1

our County's responsibilities.

2

redemption center, is that all right?

3

that the contract is not even signed for the

4

recycling entity and part of that the RFP was put

5

out a while ago.

6

supposed to take things, who is responsible.

7

know, so perhaps, you know, you can kind of help us

8

by shedding some light on what options or what the

9

process is for us.

10

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

The Molokai
I take it

So we don't even know where we're
You

I think, as I set out, we do have the

11

sites starting to be proposed for redemption

12

centers.

13

handing over to the County includes the 90,000 for

14

the two positions and the rest is for operations and

15

for education.

16

section would be able to get out the information to

17

the public about how this is going to all -- all fit

18

in.

19

recycling center at the land fill hasn't been

20

signed.

21

supplemental budget request for that that's going to

22

be hopefully -- be heard by this Committee sometime

23

before the end of the year, and that includes

24

additional money for the operations of the

25

redemption center on Molokai.

The $250,000 grant that the State is

We would hope that the recycling

You're correct that the new contract for the

In part it's because we also have a
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COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay.

And at this point, because

2

the program doesn't actually -- is not initiated

3

until the redemption center part of the component,

4

not until January 1st r has anyone approached you for

5

the consideration of the County making some parcel

6

available for the storage of their bottles and cansr

7

et cetera until the redemption is actually

8

initiated?

9

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

NOr

10

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

11

Chairman.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I don't believe so.
Okay.

Thank you.

Thank you.

Thank your

For the Department r in your

13

narrative to -- to us regarding this specific

14

program, your narrative states that we would be

15

transforming our existing network of drop-off sites

16

into manned redemption centers, which would be

17

partially funded by the Beverage Container Tax.

18

that true still yetr

19

funded by the Beverage Tax?

20

up the other balance of the required funds to run

21

this State program?

22

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

it~s

Is

going to be only partially
And if so, who'S making

That's still an accurate statement.

23

Some of the direct costs are going to be coming

24

through the grant to the County.

25

are r as I noted, went out with an RFP, and so some

Additionally we
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1

of the operations will be funded by the private

2

operators on a number of the sites.

3

some of the capital improvements were

4

to be funded by the County to prepare the sites.

5

believe we're looking in Kihei and in Lahaina will

6

be funded out of our budget.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And finally
are going

Can we tell the State we don't want to do

8

this and have them do their job, which they should

9

be doing?

10

I

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yeah, it's always an option, but I

11

think what we're looking at is making sure that at

12

least this County is prepared to implement the

13

bottle bill.

14

of the structure in place.

15

out, we have some of the sites, and, you know,

16

they're ready to hand over the grant.

17

of ways I think because we're a little bit more

18

compact, I think we have an opportunity to actually

19

implement the bill with -- there's still going to be

20

some confusion, but at least where there's little

21

confusion, as you might have on Oahu, where they're

22

dealing with a much larger population, a lot more --

23

and a lot more

24

redemption sites.

25

doing it retailers, they're talking about -- and I

And we have -- you know, we have a rot
I mean, we have our RFP

So in a lot

a different kind of mix of
Because they're talking about
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1

think they're treating different parts of their

2

county differently from what we're looking at.

3

understand what you're saying, but

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So I

And again, Mr. Director, yeah, you know, I

5

can appreciate Oahu's concern, but no other County

6

does multiple-island programs.

7

you know, this is a brand-new program from the

8

State, and my understanding of State law, State

9

Constitution, we shouldn't be anteing one nickel for

Only we do.

And,

10

this new program.

11

through State funds or the private sector funds.

12

Because I can tell you for those of you that buy

13

beverages, more than likely all of you have noticed

14

a 25 cent increase in price for a 5 cent refundable

15

per container program.

16

have made their adjustments, and I'm thinking why do

17

we take it in the shorts again for a State program

18

where you just said the County more than likely will

19

be asked to pay for capital improvements of some

20

nature and to some degree.

21

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

This should be totally funded

So obviously the outlets

Well, for us, our view is we handle

22

landfills, and this in part -- even if

23

the diversion is for only about 4 or 5 percent with

24

bottles, it does in the bottom go to the bottom line

25

for our Department and for the County in terms of
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1

the operational costs that we have at the landfills.

2

So I understand that we are being asked to make the

3

investment now, but in the long run for our County

4

it's still -- I think it's a pretty good investment.

5

I mean, we would love to have had the State pay for

6

the entire program, but --

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

And they're required to.

8

required to.

9

to.

That's my point.

And they are

They are required

Why is the EP request not considered or being

10

proposed to us as contract hires?

11

State program, why are we being asked to go our

12

government?

13

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

If this is a

Well, I suppose we could look at it

14

for contract, but it's the same either way.

15

in terms -- except for perhaps not as expansions,

16

then we could just contract out the positions.

17

we haven't

18

request.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I mean,

But

that's not the way we structured the

Well, I would like to view this as Section

20

8, like how we do Section 8 for housing,

21

no positions, no warm bodies.

22

revenue, that's fine.

23

Why do we again take it in the shorts and then we're

24

going to have to carry position counts for their

25

program that they're not going to give us money in

money,

The State cuts their

They deal with the employees.
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1

the future for?

2

programs with Federal position counts, now we being

3

funding State programs with State position counts.

4

Two years ago we heard that we're going to try and

5

bring efficiency and down size this County

6

government as much as possible.

7

expansion in two years, and most of it not by our

8

doing.
Questions?

9

10
11

We end up paying for Federal

I've only seen

Mr. Molina, any further

questions?
COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah

t

one more question for

12

Mr. Coloma-Agaran.

Any new program that's being

13

implemented there's going to be bugs initially.

14

What -- what do you foresee down the road that we're

15

going to have to address?

16

there is some confusion with the bill, and do you

17

foresee any expenses that we're going to have to

18

incur with these foreseeable problems that could

19

happen?

20

educating people about what types of bottles that

21

are eligible for redemption.

22

commend you, at the fair that you did try to get

23

some type of education program out there to the

24

public, but just in talking to people out there

25

there still seems to be some confusion about what

As it was stated earlier,

I would think probably in terms of

And I do want to
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1

types of bottles or containers are eligible for the

2

redemption.

3

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

What do you foresee as the Director?
Well, that's still going to be an

4

issue, I think, mainly because the State did not get

5

the rules in place on the label soon enough, and

6

that's why you are seeing -- you are seeing beverage

7

containers right now that have -- that don't have

8

the proper labels on them.

9

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

So do you believe it will fall upon

10

us as the County to I guess get the word out better

11

and basically come out of our coffers to pay for

12

these I guess additional education programs?

13

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Well, it's difficult

14

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

If the State --

15

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

to say that it's going to be

16

additional, because that's part of our recycling

17

program right now, is the educational aspect.

18

would think that weld try to incorporate it into the

19

work that welre already doing.

20

and it is going to be different, I think, but welre

21

hoping that once -- you know, once it actually

22

started t once the redemption centers are set up,

23

that it does give people the incentive to pick up

24

some of the beverage containers that right now are

25

being left as litter.

It is a new program

It's true that not all of
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1

those containers are going to be eligible for

2

redemption.

3

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Okay/ thank you.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

COUNCILMEMBER NISHIKI:

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

Mr. Nishiki?

No.

Mr. Pontanilla?
Thank you.

In regards to what

8

Member Molina has been alluding to/ when you look at

9

the retailers/ you know/ the supermarkets/ the

10

stores that sell beverages/ what is the educational

11

part as far as their employees maybe/ you know/

12

telling their customers/ you know/ what's happening

13

to this Bottle Bill and how to read I guess the

14

sales slip so that they can understand if they're

15

being charged or not the extra for this program?

16

you folks know anything that is being done by the

17

State to notify retailers or people that sell

18

beverages?

19

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I don't know directly.

My

20

understanding is that the State is implementing a

21

program/ but the actual details of that I'm not

22

sure.

23

section and see.

24
25

I can -- I can check with our recycling

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

And the other

question that I have is in regards to what our
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1

Chairman had said, if there's no State funding, you

2

know -- you know, we bite the bullet again and the

3

County would absorb the employees, you know, we need

4

to pay for their salaries and fringes.

5

possibility of going on a limited term basis, such

6

that if we don't get the funding from the State on a

7

yearly basis, that, you know, these employees would

8

understand that they're there only on a limited time

9

basis?

10

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

What's the

I think we're comfortable with setting

11

it up that way.

12

was that if the money wasn't available, that the

13

positions would no longer be filled.

14

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

15

then?

16

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

17

In fact, you know, my assumption

So it's being set up that way,

Well, that was -- that was my

assumption.

18

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

20

MR. MOTO:

It is?

Mr. Moto.

Mr. Chairman, the way this bill is currently

21

drafted, the revised version, that is, the proviso

22

is written in a way that's identical to other

23

similar grant-funded programs, like the Title III

24

programs in Housing and -- Housing and Human

25

Concerns and in the Section 8 Housing program so
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1

that -- or the Prosecuting Attorney's grant

2

programs, for example, where the positions are

3

funded out of that grant revenue source.

4

theory, should the grant program ever die and the

5

revenue cut off, the positions would no longer have

6

any monies to -- that would be available to pay for

7

the salaries for those positions.

8

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

So that in

Okay, thank you.

Thank you, Chair.

9

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares?

11

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

13

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

Mr. Kane?
No.

Ms. Johnson?
No.

Mr. Mateo?
No.

Let me ask the Department, either Mr. Souza

19

or the Director, how does this, if any, relate to

20

the MRF projects that we've supported and put monies

21

in?

22

Is there any relation to the MRF program?

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

The potential is that the MRF site

23

eventually could also serve as a redemption center.

24

The difference is of course that the MRF site is

25

really meant to separate out the different kinds of
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1

material that comes into the -- that comes in and

2

stuff that can be recycled and -- or as other things

3

can just go back to the landfill, but I think we'd

4

be looking at that site could also be a redemption

5

center.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

7

8
9

10
11

Okay.

And where are we with that project,

the MRF right now?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Are we in construction?

No, we're not.

The County is still

negotiating the terms of the lease at I believe
Central Maui -- Central Maui Baseyard.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

I just was wondering if you were --

12

the Department's thinking about making some

13

adjustments to see howl if anYI he would try and

14

incorporate this new beverage program with that

15

facility.

16
17

18

No plans at this time, Mr. Director?

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

The Division doesn't have any plans at

the moment.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

One thing that maybe you

19

can help us understand better is this is a law that

20

the legislature worked out with our manufacturers

21

and distributors.

22

things.

23

position requirements.

24

more monies, what would happen, Mr. Director?

25

State would then reimburse you for anything above

The basic -- or just a couple of

You are restricted to $90,000 for your
Should there be need for
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What is the Department's plan once you hit

1

90,OOO?

2

this maximum ceiling?

3

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

For our positions, we are bound by the

The grant itself initially is for 250,000,

4

90,000.

5

so we're looking -- it's the $160,000 that's going

6

to be used for some of the operational costs and the

7

educational programs, and we're hoping that that

8

that that will be enough for the sites that we don't

9

have the operators on.

10

11

Because I believe the

operators will be paid directly from the program.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Now, out of this new 5 cents per

12

container program, 5 cents is what it takes to run

13

the program or is there monies out of that 5 cents

14

that comes to

15

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

above the grant amounts?
If I recall, initially the States

16

start collecting a smaller amount than the 5 cents.

17

The 5 cents I believe just started kicking in at the

18

beginning of this month, and both the money that was

19

collected initially, as well as the 5 cents ongoing,

20

was to fund the entire program.

21

was

22

legislature.

23
24
25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

That's the way it

that's the way it was presented to the

Okay, so the County gets nothing out of the

5 cents per container, other than this grant amount?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yeah, other than the grants.
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CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Your Department's role is just to

2

administer?

A lot of our landfill sites will

3

participate in any type of redemption at all?

4

must go to an authorized redemption center to get

5

this refund?

6

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

That's right.

You

Initially we're looking

7

at MCC site r Kihei and Lahaina r which -- and

8

additional sites is -- additional sites as we can

9

make them available.

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

My other question is what -- what do

11

you anticipate to happen or what would be the

12

option -- you're going to have people that are going

13

to taker more than likelYr containers that may not

14

have that 5 cents refundable stamp on it with those

15

that have it.

16

Department's plan to deal with the material that

17

doesn't qualify for redemption?

18

the resident reloading his vehicle and then going to

19

the landfill and making another trip.

20

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

What's going to happen

what is the

Because I don't see

We would basically take the material

21

if they leave it with us and take it back to the

22

landfill and dispose of it as needed.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Director, thank you for that good

24

comment.

What happens to these refundable bottles?

25

Is it planned for reuse or is it planned for just
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proper disposal?
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

It's for proper disposal for the most

part.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

So if that's the case, understanding that

5

the redemption center would not accept, though,

6

broken containers, but if it's only for -- to be

7

properly disposed of, why wouldn't we accept all

8

containers regardless of condition?

9

that -- I mean, I'm just trying to have a better

10
11

understanding of this program.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

If it has

Ms. Tavares.

Yeah, Mr. Chairman, I asked the

12

very same questions about this broken bottle thing,

13

and I didn't get an answer.

14

question, actually, to the right people, but I

15

thought about it and I said, well, it would be very

16

hard to distinguish the number of whole bottles came

17

out of a bunch of broken bottles, and I think that's

18

probably the reason that they want them undisturbed

19

as far as not crushed and not broken.

20

your question about reuse is really good, but I

21

don't think any of those containers were going to be

22

reused, especially the plastic ones, which I believe

23

cannot be reused by

24

plastic bottles.

25

those plastic bottles were made for a one-time use

I didn't ask the

by just the nature of the

I think I read somewhere that
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only and should not be refilled.

Even if you're

2

keeping them at home, you shouldn't be refilling old

3

plastic bottles, except for the ones designed to be

4

refilled, like those sports bottles and stuff.

5

So, yeah, we're going to have some growing

6

pains with this problem -- with this new edict, I

7

guess we can call it, for sure, but yeah, I -- you

8

know, I'd hoped we could have done this a different

9

way other than having a required Bottle Bill,

10

actually, and I think we've heard some concerns from

11

the businesses that are already required tO

12

know, not put bottles in their regular trash but to

13

actually have

14

it, for bars and things like that to separate.

15

now when they, you know, separate and dump they

16

their stuff, in the dumping process the bottles

17

break.

18

a redemption.

19

they're also having to pay for that 5 cents thing

20

but they're not going to be redeeming it.

21

don't know if there's

22

going to go, but that's a lot of pounds of bottles

23

that are discarded, properly discarded I might add.

24

I think our businesses here on Maui have been very

25

cooperative in trying to reduce the bottles and --

I

you

in fact I think it's a law, isn't
So

So I'm sure they're not going to go through
So I sort of feel for them because

I don't know where that's
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1

to the landfill.

2

right way we should be going, especially with the

3

businesses where it's already required.

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yeah, I don't know if this is the

Thank you.

Yeah, thank you for your comment.

I was

5

trying to recall, for those of us that can remember,

6

you know, the old soda companies recycled their

7

bottles for reuse, the old Star Ice, Maui Soda, I

8

think it was the 7 or 12-ounce bottles, the old

9

dairies all had reusable milk containers.

I don't

10

know, it .seemed to work those days without all of

11

this redeemable kind of programs.
Department, any other comments?

12
13

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

No.

No, Mr. Chair.

Members, any other comments?

15

Mr. Director, is there a current agreement of

16

length of term regarding the County's participation,

17

like, you know, we agree for the next five years to

18

run this program, ten years, or is it an open-ended

19

type of relationship?

20
21
22

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yeah, I don't believe there's any set

term on it, so it's fairly open ended.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Does your Department have any

23

reporting requirements to either the legislature or

24

the Department of Health or that you receive

25

information from the distributors, manufacturers
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1

regarding quantities and success of the program to

2

be evaluated?

3
4

5

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Yes, I believe we do have some data

requirements to pass on to the State.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

We would be happy to be apprised of the

6

implementation progress and status of this program

7

once January 1st, 2005 commences.

8

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Certainly.

Thank you.

Any further questions by the

10

members?

If not, we have a revised bill for

11

consideration under communication dated October

12

27th, 2004 from the Budget Director with a revised

13

bill.

14

Council for first reading with -- and filing of all

15

communications.

The Chair would recommend approving this to

16

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

17

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So moved.
Second.

Motion by Mr. Kane, seconded by Mr. Molina.

19

Discussion, Members?

The Chair would just state he

20

has his reservations on this program.
All in favor, say "aye."

21
22

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Opposed say "no."

24
25
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Councilmembers Johnson, Kane, Mateo,
Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, Vice-Chair
Nishiki and Chair Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Carroll.

VOTE: AYES:

2

3
4

5
6

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :
MOTION CARRIED.

Recommending FIRST READING of bill and
FILING of communication.

ACTION:

7

8
9

10

CHAIR HOKAMA:
you.

Motion is carried, eight, zero, one.

Thank

Thank you, Mr. Souza.

ITEM NO. 52:

11

12

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR 2004
BUDGET RELATING TO THE CARRYOVER/SAVINGS
WASTEWATER FUND FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
WORKS AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
WASTEWATER RECLAMATION FACILITIES PROGRAM
(C.C. No. 04-229)

13

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Next we have Item 52, once more from the

15

Department of Public Works, through a Communication

16

04-229 from Director Agsalog this time requesting an

17

amendment to the Fiscal Year 2005 Budget as it

18

relates to Department of Public Works operating

19

appropriations as well as operating and CIP

20

projects.

21
22
23

Budget Director, your opening comments,
please, to Item 52.
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chairman and Members of the

24

Committee.

25

Department of Public Works Division of the

Again, this request is for the
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1

Wastewater Reclamation, and we are asking -- we're

2

requesting an additional 600,000 for the operation

3

for the wastewater reclamation facility under the

4

wastewater funds.

5

give you more details as far as the uses of this

6

particular request, Mr. Chair, also was -- included

7

in the request, Mr. Chair, is a certification from

8

the Mayor guaranteeing the $600,000 appropriation

9

that's not been appropriated previously.

I would ask the Department to

So if you have any other question, Mr. Chair,

10
11

as to the

12

amendments, I would be more than happy to answer

13

them, but as for the details, I would defer it to

14

the Director as well as the Division Chief for the

15

Wastewater Reclamation.

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Thank you.
Director Coloma-Agaran, your comments,

17
18

the certification as well as the

please.
MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

We do have a

20

supplemental budget request for $600,000.

Half of

21

that amount is to account for additional electrical

22

costs.

23

example, was $1,005,000.

24

have a $75,000 shortfall for that plant.

25

Lahaina, 1,060,000 was appropriated.

What was appropriated in Kahului, for
We're estimating that we

We anticipate
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1

a $140 r OOO shortfall.

And for Kihei r 1 r 030 r OOO was

2

appropriated r and we expect a $110,000 shortfall.
We're also requesting $100 r OOO to replace

3

4

sand filters at our Molokai plant.

They're

5

currently out of service and in need of major

6

repairs.

7

instruments at our Kihei plant.

8

critical control and monitoring of all major pumping

9

and process systems.

And finallYr $200 r OOO for replacement of
The system provides

The -- these amounts were part

10

of the operating request that was requested during

11

the budget review.

12

contingency account budget was reduced by $423 r OOO

13

pending some confirmation that the expected revenues

14

from the salt -- from the Wastewater Fund were as

15

projected r and we believe the money was -- did

16

the revenues did come in, and so we did make the

17

request for the additional funds for this area.

If you recall, the operations

18

Tracy Takamine r the Administrator for

19

Wastewater is here r and he can give you more details

20

and respond to questions.

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.
Mr. Takamine r any comments at this time?

22

23

MR. TAKAMINE:

None at this time.

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

OkaYr thank you.

25

Ms. Tavares r questions?
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, thank you.

I'm more

interested in where did the $600,000 come from?

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

4

MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you.

Budget Director.

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

This $600,000 is a

5

recognition in the Carryover Savings for the

6

Wastewater Fund for $600,000.

7

Finance worked on our end of the year -- and the

8

number is an unaudited.

9

the number is there and the Mayor also certified

We have -- after

However, they certify that

10

that $600,000 was not appropriated in the current

11

appropriation.

12

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Ms. Tavares.

13

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chairman, if we will

14

recall, during our budget session they asked --

15

Wastewater asked for a General Fund supplemental

16

transfer at the time of $1.2 million, which we

17

didn't grant and said when you need it, come back.

18

So why

19

where was this 600,OOO?

20

when they proposed this budget?

21

concern about the 600,000 is.

22

you know, it turns out that we were prudent in not

23

granting the transfer, because if we had given them

24

the 1.2 million, then they find the 600,000, they

25

can't pay us back.

and they can't probably answer it now, so
Why was it not recognized
That's what my
I think that it's

So I like this -- this system
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1

works much better for the County as a whole, but I'm

2

very curious as to where this 600,000 appeared from,

3

you know, detail-wise.

4

rates, I don't think.

5

I mean, we didn't raise

So that's the -- that's what I want to know.

6

Why was it missed?

Why was it not included in

7

projected in the information that was given to us

8

while we were working on the '05 Budget, which was

9

last April?

or

And I don't know if they can answer the

10

question now or if we can have that question in

11

writing and given to your -- to you, Mr. Chair, as

12

Chair of this Committee.

13

that happens that they can't predict?

14

that's -- you know, that's part of it too.

15

goes down, whatever, whatever, but I think this

16

really makes a case for us waiting to provide funds

17

for this Department out of the General Funds, and as

18

it turns out now they're -- they won't -- or won't

19

be a need to put any General Fund supplemental

20

transfers in there.

And is it just something
I mean,
Usage

21

I know the -- you know r the bond debt stuff

22

will have to just wait on until after the projects

23

go out or something like that.

24

instance where we will have to put General Funds in

25

here, but I'm just curious as to where the 600,000

So there may be an
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came from in Carryover and Savings.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Department, do you have a comment at this

3

time?

4

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I think our internal projections in

5

our Department did have a higher projection than

6

what was sent down to Council.

7

Office is a lot more conservative in terms of

8

projections, although I think the

9

the figures that were presented to Council we were

10
11

I think the Budget

still based on

going to be short.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

Yeah, Mr. Chairman, you know

12

and I appreciate that there is a conservative

13

approach to the budget.

14

special funds that's asking for General Fund

15

transfers, I think we should just not transfer any

16

money to any special funds and wait until there's an

17

actual need for the money to come in.

18

understand that even our Finance people down there

19

on the second floor are extremely conservative

20

people.

21

and thank goodness they have been, because I think

22

that's been the strength of our County_

23

same time, you know, we -- we need -- we have a

24

responsibility to the General Fund revenues, and

25

that those General Fund revenues be doled out to

However, when it deals with

Because we do

I think we all realize that over the years,
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1

special funds only when it is really, really needed.

2

So, you know, I appreciate the Department and

3

the Budget Director coming in, you know, with a

4

supplemental budget, because that's what we

5

encouraged them to do the last time, and that they

6

would, you know, continue to look at this as a way

7

to get funds that they need without trying to

8

predict it too early.

9
10
11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

So thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. Kane?

Ms. Johnson?

Mr. Molina?

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Yeah, thank you, Chair.

Just one

12

question on the Kihei Wastewater Reclamation

13

Facility.

14

of partly doing pipe to the rest of South Maui.

15

the system old to the point where the upgrade is

16

critical to avoid a potential major break down in

17

the future?

18

MR. TAKAMINE:

The need to upgrade I presume is because
Is

Mr. Chair, that $20,000 for the Kihei

19

instrumentation replacement, basically it's the

20

system is old.

21

constructed.

22

it together to keep it running, and right now that's

23

basically it.

24

the hardware itself and the RTUs and the SCADA

25

system itself is failing, and we're at a point where

It's been there since the plant was
We've been basically trying to patch

The software -- not the software, but
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1

it's not reliable.

2

chlorine failure and we have a chlorine leak, we

3

don't get that alarm.

4

out, we don't know what's happening out there.

5

basically our electronic techs have been patching it

6

together.

7

replacements and upgrades of the system.

8
9

10

We get -- if there's, say, a

If the alarm doesn't come
So

And what we want to do is have major

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

Well, I think we definitely

appreciate you folks' ingenuity in keeping it going.
Thank you.

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Pontanilla?

12

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Thank you.

As far as the

13

upgrades, shouldn't that have been a CIP to redo or

14

replace that instruments out in Kihei?

15

MR. TAKAMINE:

This one was not really part of our --

16

well, actually we did have a proposal for a CIP

17

major OM upgrades which actually never made it down

18

to the Council, but this was not really part of it.

19

It's been kind of deteriorating over the past year,

20

and in the last six to eight months it's gotten to a

21

point where at one point we had to stop chlorinating

22

because we couldn't tell if our, again, system was

23

running or not, and -- after hours.

24

had it running, but this particular one was not

25

targeted for a CIP project because it wasn't at a

During hours we
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1

point a year ago or more when we brought -- during

2

the budget it wasn't a priority, but now since then

3

it's become a priority.

4

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

This is for the Director.

In

5

the electrical costs that you provided us, can you

6

go over that again?

7

increase of $100,000.

8
9

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

I got Lahaina, which is

Sure.

The increases are for Kahului,

75,000; Lahaina, 140,000; and Kihei, 110,000, and

10

that's based on monthly electrical bill of 90,000 in

11

Kahului, 100,000 in Lahaina, and 95,000 in Kihei.

12

13

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

usage, then, to operate the plant?

14

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

16

MR. COLOMA-AGARAN:

17

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

18

So this is all electrical

Thank you.

Yes.
Okay.

Plants and pump stations.
And pump stations.

Okay.

Chair, one more question.

19

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes, Mr. Pontanilla.

20

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Do you folks see any more

21

upgrades or major upgrades in any of the plants here

22

on Maui

23

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Department.

24

MR. TAKAMINE:

Yes, we do.

25

l

Kahului as well as the Lahaina plants?

In fact, this upcoming budget

we are, again, trying to propose what we'll be
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1

proposing of major CIP, which incorporates some

2

major equipment replacement and upgrades totalling

3

about 2.5 to $4 million worth of repairs and

4

maintenance that we need done.

5

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

And as far as the replacement,

6

can you prioritize those replacement, which is the

7

highest need so that, you know, we have a pretty

8

good feel as far as what we need to do?

9

MR. TAKAMINE:

Yes, when we do present it, again, for the

10

'06 Budget, it will be prioritized.

11

broken down by project and consequences of it's not

12

done in impacts to the operation of our plants.

13
14
15

COUNCILMEMBER PONTANILLA:

Good.

We have it

Thank you.

Thank you,

Chair.
CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

For Mr. Agsalog, in your letter

16

to us on page 2, dated September 14, regarding this

17

Kihei portion of the request, your language is to

18

provide major upgrade.

19

cross the line and become a capital improvement

20

project?

21

revision to the bill for an ordinance, I guess this

22

would all be considered maintenance, upgrade and

23

maintenance for operations?

24

costs as operationsj repair, Molokai sand filters,

25

okay, I can see that maintenance, but to provide a

When does this maintenance

Because as I've -- as we notice it in the

One is your electrical
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1

major upgrade, when do you consider it a capital

2

improvement project?

3

MR. AGSALOG:

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

5

MR. AGSALOG:

Mr. Chair.
Budget Director.
Thank you, Mr. Chair.

With discussion with

6

the Department, because the appropriation between

7

the CIP as well as the operation and looking at

8

their operation r a lot of their equipment are very,

9

very expensive in the repair and maintenance, and if

10

we CIP all their maintenance r my -- it ties up the

11

account for 18 months r and my office has been asking

12

them to look at the most frequent maintenance that

13

we have major big expenditures but if we do it very

14

frequently we would consider it as a maintenance r

15

because there's also a ramification of the rates

16

and -- the rates of the sewer if we do it now rather

17

than CIP the project.

18

If we do the CIP projectr we only -- should

19

we just use the bond, the payment for that is only

20

the debt service, versus that if we spend it now we

21

could adjust it in the rates for the current year.

22

So I have been discussing with them as to how are we

23

going to approach the maintenance -- operation and

24

maintenance for their particular Division, because

25

they have verYr very expensive equipments, and I
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1

realize that.

2

frequency of how -- how long this particular

3

equipment would be useful and then be replaced

4

again.

5

been meeting with this[ Mr. Chair.

6

CHAIR HOKAMA:

I was just going to look at the

That's -- that's where we're at, and we have

Okay, thank you.

Well, I hope we don't

7

bond $200[000 projects.

In the meantime, the Chair,

8

without objection, is going to put this to the end

9

of calendar.

I want Staff to talk to Mr. Moto,

10

because we have in the past listed under CIP

11

replacement -- I think it's under replacements,

12

which this is being proposed as a replacement.

13

we'll ask Mr. Moto to take his few minutes to give a

14

recommendation on Item 52.
So, Members, the Chair is going to place 52

15
16

end of calendar with no objections.

17

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

20

So

Mr. Chair.

Mr. Kane.
I'm sorry.

Prior to doing that, can

I make just a brief comment?

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Yes.

22

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Thank you.

I guess the comments by

23

Mr. Takamine with respects to the Kihei Wastewater

24

Reclamation Facility, and specifically

25

instrumentation replacement system[ if I listened
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1

rightr was quite disturbing.

2

he used talked about failures of system r that it's

3

failing now and it's become unreliable.

4

know how we let it get that far to where we would

5

have language like that described to us in this

6

body's

7

Because language that

And I don't

in this Committee meeting.
So I don't know if there were equipment

8

projections as far as lifespan that were considered

9

when budgets were proposed in the pastr the

10

description of how the equipment was slapped

11

together or put together r and I'm just paraphrasing r

12

it seems that with this type of facilitYr a

13

wastewater reclamation facilitYr and associating

14

that with the language that was used to describe its

15

current condition r begs to offer the question -- and

16

I'm just leaving it open ended -- of what kind of

17

assessment is the Department doing for all the

18

facilities?

19

And I don't know ifr you know r GASB-34 played

20

a part in us trying to do a review of what the

21

current condition of our inventory of assets to this

22

County iS r and also asked the question on the bigger

23

picture whether or not their approach we took was to

24

depreciate versus doing the actual assessments.

25

AnywaYr I just leave it open ended.

I sit here and
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1

I'm a little baffled by the description of the

2

current condition of this one facility, knowing that

3

we have all these other facilities out there.

4

like a big red flag to me, Chair.

5

somehow dig a little deeper into this one and ask

6

ask for the cooperation of the Department for some

7

clear indications of the status of our facilities.

8

Thank you for letting me make comment, Chair.

9
10

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you.

heard the Chair's request.

And we need to

Okay, Members, you've
Any objections?

11

COUNCIL MEMBERS:

12

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED NO OBJECTIONS. (excused:

13

ACTION:

14

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Looks

No objections.
RC and WKN)

DEFER to end of calendar.

Okay, end of calendar.

We'll allow Staff

15

to consult with Mr. Moto on whether we need to add

16

some additional companion legislation regarding the

17

request for 52.

18

ITEM NO.6:

19

PROPOSED RESOLUTIONS APPROVING COST ITEMS
FOR BARGAINING UNIT 01 (UNITED PUBLIC
WORKERS) FOR FISCAL YEAR 2004-2005
(C.C. Nos. 04-237 and 04-238)

20
21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Item No.6, cost items for Bargaining Unit

22

01 for the Fiscal Year 2004-2005.

We have, Members,

23

a couple of Communications, 04-237, as well as 238.

24

And this is as it regards to United

25

represented by United Public Workers, or UPW.
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have the Deputy Director from Department of

2

Personnel Services to assist us this morning.
Any opening comments, Mr. Agsalog, before we

3
4

5

turn it over to the Department?
MR. AGSALOG:

Thank you, Mr. Chair and Members of the

6

Committee.

The communication that you have is --

7

came from the Mayor, and Mr. Hiromoto is here for

8

the Personnel Department.

9

involved with the negotiation for the UPW.

I think he

he was
He will

10

be able to give us a little bit more detailed

11

information with regards to this request.

12

know, we have put in our Fiscal Year 2005 Budget

13

some salary a?justment, and looking at the members

14

that Mr. Hiromoto presented to the Mayor and

15

transmitted here, we will have enough funds to pay

16

for this cost item.

17

defer the details to Mr. Hiromoto.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

please.

20

MR. HIROMOTO:

Thank you.

As we all

Thank you, Mr. Chair, and I

Deputy Director, your comments,

Thank you, Mr. Chair.

Section 89-10 of the

21

Hawaii Revised Statute which addresses collective

22

bargaining requires that all cost items shall be

23

subject to appropriations by the appropriate

24

legislative bodies.

25

your consideration approving the cost items for

This morning we are asking for
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1

Bargaining Unit I, which is made up of approximately

2

500 blue collar, non-supervisory employees of the

3

county of Maui.

4

The two-year collective bargaining agreement

5

recently ratified by the members of Bargaining Unit

6

1 encompasses the period beginning July 1st, 2003

7

and ending on June 30 r 2005.

8

currently have collective bargaining agreements in

9

effect to at least June 30th r 2005.

All of the units

The collective

10

bargaining agreement with the State of Hawaii

11

Organization of Police Officers r SHOPO r is the only

12

contract with the County of Maui in effect until

13

June 30, 2007.

14

The cost items of Unit 1 agreement we have

15

this morning represents the contracts salary

16

package.

17

following four components:

18

2004 r

19

3rd r 2004 r there's a 2.53 percent across the board

20

increase.

21

across the board increase.

22

Ist r 2005 there is a $47.37 per month increase.

23

There is no increase for the first year of this

24

two-year contract.

25

package is in the second year and amounts to

This package is basically comprised of the
Effective July Ist r

there's a $7 per month increase.

On September

On January Ist r 2005 there is a 5 percent
And approximately March

The entire cost of the salary
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$1,230,754.
The $7 per month increase effective July 1st,

2

3

2004 represents, for a lack of better term, a

4

transfer of the employer 1 s current obligation to the

5

deferred compensation plan which was negotiated for

6

in the 1999-2003 contract but never established and

7

will now instead be put towards the employees

8

wages.

9

approximately March Ist

1

The $47.30 per month increase effective
l

2005 represents

l

again, for

10

lack of better term, a transfer of the employer 1 s

11

current obligation to the Bargaining Unit 1 health

12

fund premium payment and put towards the employees 1

13

wages.

14

Bargaining unit 1 collective bargaining

15

agreement is the sole agreement with -- in which the

16

county pays a flat dollar amount of $47.30 cents per

17

month for medical, dental, and drugs above the

18

standard 60 percent employer contribution.

19

employees who are not participants of the health

20

fund -- health benefit plan will also see an

21

increase in their pay of this same amount.

22

provision will take effect 30 days after the State

23

legislature approves the Bargaining Unit 1 cost

24

items.

25

Those

This

For costing purposes, we 1 ve used a March 1st r
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2005 date.

Since cost items are subject to

2

appropriations by each legislative body, and since

3

the State legislature will not convene until next

4

January 2005, the actual implementation of the

5

salary package will not begin at the earliest until

6

after a decision by the State legislature.

7

legislative bodies approve their respective

8

jurisdiction's cost items, employees assigned to

9

Bargaining Unit 1 will be entitled to retroactive

When all

10

payments in accordance with the applicable contract

11

provision and its effective date.

12

To date

the City and County of Honolulu and

l

13

Hawaii County county councils have approved their

14

Bargaining Unit 1 cost items.

15

favorable consideration on this request for approval

16

of the Unit 1 cost items.

17

available to answer any questions you may have.

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

We ask for your

Thank you, and I'm

Okay, thank you very much, Deputy Director.
Members, questions?

20

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

Mr. Kane?

No questions.

Ms. Johnson?
On the amount that's listed on I

23

believe it's on the September 17th memo, page 2,

24

which it says additional cost, zero, and then the

25

additional cost, second year, $9,047, that's the --
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1

that amount actually represents the amount that's

2

being transferred over into that fundi is that what

3

you were stating?

4

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Hiromoto.

5

MR. HIROMOTO:

No, that is not.

That 9,000 -- $9,047

6

represents the salary increase for excluded Unit 1

7

employees.

8

an additional cost of $1,221,707, and that is for

9

the included Unit 1 employees.

You should have another sheet that has

So together they

10

represent the amount that we are requesting for this

11

morning.

12

13

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

So you just separated

those?

14

MR. HIROMOTO:

15

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

16

MR. HIROMOTO:

17

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:

18

CHAIR HOKAMA:

19

COUNCILMEMBER MATEO:

20

CHAIR HOKAMA:

21

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

22

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

23

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

24

CHAIR HOKAMA:

25

Okay.

Yes, between the excluded and included.
Two separate transmittals.

Yeah.
Okay, thank you.

Thank you.

Mr. Mateo?

No.

Mr. Molina?
No.
No.

Thank you.

Recommendation.

Yes, Mr. Kane.

I'm sorry, Chair, is it a

matter of public record, the failure to have the
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1

dollar amounts that were listed by YOU

2

weren1t implemented and so they had to be negotiated

3

out into dollar amounts t the $7 and the

4

40-some-odd-dollar figures?

5

them because although they were agreed to in the 199

6

to 103 negotiations t they weren1t implemented t and

7

so therefore t we1re looking at providing

8

additional -- or carrying it over and having it

9

implemented.

t

why they

I think you described

Is that a matter of public record t the

10

reasoning why the County was not able to move

11

forward with the implementation of that component?

12
13

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Department t you have a comment to be

offered at this time?

14

MR. HIROMOTO:

I don1t know if that1s public record.

15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Mr. Kane?

Thank you for your response.

OkaYt Mr. Agsalog t as againt we have been

16

17

told this will be a retroactive back to July 1st of

18

the year.

19

within their budgets to make the appropriate salary

20

adjustments for employees?

21

MR. AGSALOG:

22

CHAIR HOKAMA:

23

MR. AGSALOG:

All departments have sufficient funding

Mr. Chair.
Budget Director.
All the special funds t highwayst sewer t

24

water t golf! we asked them to budget their -- their

25

salary adjustment as to the bargaining adjustment or
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negotiation.

The amount of money that we have at

2

3

the general funded position only, so we have enough

4

money to pay for this particular request today.

5

Mr. Hiromoto and I, as well as Mr. Ty Yoshimi from

6

the Finance Department, had a meeting -- we had a

7

meeting I think three weeks ago and we looked at the

8

cost item, and whatever we have in our current

9

budget is sufficient at this time.

10
11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, thank you very much.
Members, any other questions for our resource

12

people, either Budget Director?

We do have

13

representatives from Finance, as well as Deputy

14

Director Hiromoto from Personnel Services.

15

no further requests for comments or questions.

16

Chair recommends forwarding to Council two

17

resolutions, the first resolution is from County

18

Communication 04-237, approving cost items for Unit

19

1 included employees, non-supervisory, blue collar,

20

as well as the attached resolution to County

21

Communication 04-238 approving cost items for Unit 1

22

excluded employees, non-supervisory, blue collar

23

from bargaining Unit 1 to be recommended for

24

approval to the Council and filing of all attached

25

communications.
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1

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

So moved.

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Second.

I have a motion from Mr. Kane, seconded by

4

Mr. Molina.

Discussion, Members?

5

request, all in favor of the motion, say "aye."

6

COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

8

VOTE: AYES:

Opposed say "no."

9

10
11

Seeing no

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Johnson, Kane, Mateo,
Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, and Chair
Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Carroll and Vice-Chair
Nishiki.

12
MOTION CARRIED.
13

ACTION:

Recommending ADOPTION of resolutions and
FILING of communications.

14
15

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay, Members, we have one item left under

16

17

end of calendar, Item 52.
Staff, are you ready or do you need a short

18
19

recess?

20

MS. KOLLER:

21

CHAIR HOKAMA:

22

Motion is carried seven, zero, two.

Five minutes.
Okay, we'll be in recess till 11:40.

(Gavel) .

23

RECESS:

11:40 a.m.

24

RECONVENE:

25

CHAIR HOKAMA:

11: 46 a.m.

(Gavel).

Okay, we shall bring this
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1

Committee meeting back to order.

2

is the Budget and Finance Committee's meeting of 9,

3

November, 2004.

4

Once, again, this

ITEM NO. 52:

PROPOSED BILL AMENDING THE FISCAL YEAR 2005
BUDGET RELATING TO THE CARRYOVER/SAVINGS
WASTEWATER FUND FOR THE DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC
WORKS AND ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT
WASTEWATER RECLAMATION FACILITIES PROGRAM
(C.C. No. 04-229)

CHAIR HOKAMA:

We are on our last item, Members, Item 52.

5
6

7

8
9

What we have proposed before you, Members, with the

10

assistance of Mr. Moto and Ms. Koller, is a revision

11

that would need to be made that they will explain to

12

you shortly, but will still allow the department to

13

accomplish the three points of their request, which

14

is, one, to address the need for additional

15

resources regarding the electrical requirements.

16

Two, to repair the Molokai sand filters within that

17

facility, and finally three, to allow them to move

18

forward their major upgrade to the Kihei

19

instrumentation replacement system of that

20

reclamation facility.

21
22

23

So at this time, Mr. Moto, if you could
assist us, please.
MR. MOTO:

Yes, Mr. Chairman.

During the recess and

24

earlier I confirmed with the representatives of the

25

wastewater division that the portion of their
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$600/000 request that's relate to the upgrade of the

2

Kihei instrumentation replacement

3

$200/000/ and they told me that what they intend to

4

do is replace computers and control panels/

5

basically rip out the old ones and get new ones.

6

This would be done through a project that they bid

7

out.

sy~tem

was

8

The definition of a capital asset in general

9

is an asset with an estimated useful life of a year

10

or more/ and these almost definitely meet that

11

definition.

12

by the Public Works Department/ it's probably best

13

not to treat this as an operating expense/ but

14

rather as a capital improvement expenditure.

15

we're recommending certain divisions to the bill

16

that/ as the Chair said/ would still allow the

17

Department to accomplish what it wants.

18

would be described differently in the budget

19

ordinance.

And from the facts that were presented

And so

It just

So that/ for example/Mr. Chairman/ we will

20
21

begin by proposing a small revision to the bill's

22

title.

23

would just add the words/ to make it clear, that the

24

bill would also deal with capital improvement

25

project appropriations/ since we would intend to

It has a fairly long title right now.
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1

amend that portion of the fiscal year budget dealing

2

with capital improvement project appropriations.

3

Then on page 2 of the draft bill that's on

4

today's agenda, at the very top of page 2, in

5

section 2, in that first long sentence, we would

6

revise that sentence by reducing that $600,000

7

figure to $400,000, because it's only $400,000 that

8

would be -- wind up in the operating program portion

9

of the Public Works budget.

The next change would

10

occur on page 3 of the bill under the -- under

11

paragraph J, wastewater reclamation facilities

12

program, Wastewater Fund.

13

an underlined figure of $11,327,161, that number

14

would change.

15

net reduction of 200,000.

You'll see there there's

It would be reduced to 11,127,161, a

16

And then finally, there would be changes on

17

page 4 of the bill, the last page of the bill, and

18

what we would do there is add a new section that

19

would make it clear that we would be amending the

20

Ordinance No. 3192, which is your Fiscal Year 2005

21

Budget, by amending Section 4G, which is that

22

section relating to capital improvement project

23

appropriations from the Wastewater Fund.

24

would make it clear that $200,000 was being added

25

for an appropriation for the Kihei Wastewater
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1

Reclamation Facility Instrumentation Replacement

2

Project.

3

in all the totals to reflect the new numbers.

And we would make appropriate adjustments

Bottom line is that the Department of Public

4
5

Works would still have the full $600,000 to be used.

6

However, 200,000 of it would be described as a

7

capital improvement project, instead of as an

8

operating program expense.

9

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

Thank you for that, Mr. Moto.

Members, any questions for Mr. Moto on the

10
11

proposal -- proposal before us, which is to revise

12

how we're going to take care of the documentation to

13

allow the Department to still accomplish the three

14

goals that they have presented to us?

15

none, then, the Chair will recommend to move forward

16

a bill for an ordinance as revised amending the

17

Fiscal Year 2005 Budget for the County of Maui as it

18

pertains to the Department of Public Works in the

19

area of operations as well as capital improvement

20

projects, filing of all communications attached to

21

this agenda item, and as well as to allow the Staff

22

with Corporation Counsel to make whatever

23

appropriate minor adjustments to fulfill the intent

24

of this Committee.

25

please.

Okay, seeing

May I have a motion to that,
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1

COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES:

2

COUNCILMEMBER MOLINA:

3

CHAIR HOKAMA:

So moved.
Second.

I have a motion from Ms. Tavares t

4

by Mr. Molina.

Any further discussion

5

Hearing no requests.

6

say "aye."
COUNCIL MEMBERS VOICED AYE.

8

CHAIR HOKAMA:

9

VOTE: AYES:

t

Opposed say "no."

10

12

Members?

All in favor of the motion

7

11

t

seconded

NOES:
ABSTAIN:
ABSENT:
EXC. :

Councilmembers Johnson, Kane, Mateo,
Molina, Pontanilla, Tavares, and Chair
Hokama.
None.
None.
None.
Councilmember Carroll and Vice-Chair
Nishiki.

13

MOTION CARRIED.

14
ACTION:

Recommending FIRST READING of revised
bill and FILING of communication.

15

16

CHAIR HOKAMA:

17

Motion is carried seven

t

zero t two.

Also t Members t the Chair will forward a

18

written request to the appropriate Department or

19

departments regarding the question as posed by

20

Ms. Tavares earlier in Item 52 regarding the

21

carryover situation with this Department.

22

Any further announcements?

If not t we are on

23

schedule to re -- to meet once more this month t

24

Members

25

requested to adjust the schedule so I can have this

t

on the 17th

t

which is Wednesday.
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1

Committee meet one more time on the 17th/ which is

2

Wednesday.

3

this opportunity.

4

the Committee will be scheduled for November 30th/

5

which goes back to our normal Tuesday slot.

6

then after that/ you know, it will be left up to

7

Council to make the final official actions.

8

your Chair's schedule for the balance of this

9

Committee's requirements to do what we can with the

So we thank the committees that allow us
And the final major working of

And

That is

10

master calendar/17th and 30th.

11

it's going to be heavy.

12

bringing up some consideration regarding the audit,

13

selection of auditors, and the last meeting, again,

14

is, again, to ensure that we have not forgotten our

15

community's request for us to continue working on

16

real property.

17

which one of the items will allow further discussion

18

regarding the real property program before the end

19

of the year.

20
21
22

And please, again,

The 17th we will be

So we'll have one more meeting,

So if there's no other announcements -- yes,
Mr. Kane.
COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

Mr. Chair, regards to BF-52, which we

23

just voted on, I would ask for your consideration to

24

provide some citing of the comments made by the

25

Division head for the wastewater facility, and that
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1

some of his comments be incorporated into the

2

Committee report.

3

discretion on that[ but at least a consideration on

4

your part to provide some comment within the

5

Committee report of -- of the current status of the

6

facility.

7

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Okay.

And I would ask for your

Thank you.

We will incorporate the

8

Committee's concern regarding the specific situation

9

with that Kihei project, Mr. Kane.

10

COUNCILMEMBER KANE:

11

CHAIR HOKAMA:

Thank you.

Okay, any further requests?

Chair is

12

always happy to incorporate your comments as part of

13

the clarification of intent by this Committee.

14

Hearing none.

15

meeting of the 9th of November is adjourned.

16

(Gavel) .

17

ADJOURN:

Thank you very much, Members.

11: 56 a.m.

18
19
20
21
22
23
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C E R T I F I CAT E

1

2

STATE OF HAWAI I
SS.

3
4

CITY AND COUNTY OF MAUl

5

6

I, Jessica R. Perry, Certified Shorthand Reporter

7

for the State of Hawaii, hereby certify that the

8

proceedings were taken down by me in machine shorthand and

9

was thereafter reduced to typewritten form under my

10

supervision; that the foregoing represents to the best of

11

my ability, a true and correct transcript of the

12

proceedings had in the foregoing matter.
I further certify that I am not attorney for any of

13

14

the parties hereto, nor in any way concerned with the

15

cause.

16
17

DATED this 4th day of December, 2004, in Honolulu,
Hawaii.
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